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ECU   MYSTERIE

ECU
The Electronic Control Unit (ECU) we discuss in this article is the �brain� of your engine. It is a

computer inside a protective metal box under the carpet in the passenger foot well. (here and further
Imprezza is implied). Taking information from many sensors, it coordinates the fuel injectors, spark plugs
and, where appropriate, turbo boost. We will discuss each of these in turn, along with detonation and
tuning for more performance.

Fuelling
�Closed loop� � this method uses the Lambda sensor (O2 sensor, Oxygen sensor) to set the air:fuel

mixture to 14.7:1 which is the point for most complete combustion of petrol. This gives good emissions
and economies at idle and cruise. It is not useful for High Power. A failed Lambda sensor is a common
reason for MOT (minimum open throttle) emissions failure since the precise 14.7:1 stochiometric mixture,
that required for catalyst efficiency, cannot be maintained.

Open loop � this method mainly uses inputs from the mass airflow (MAF) sensor and engine speed
to control the amount of fuel required at higher engine loads � typically when on boost when richer
mixtures are required for power and detonation control (see later). From knowing the amount of air going
into the engine a desired air:fuel ratio can be achieved. A failed MAF sensor leads to poor running, and
usually a check engine light and �limp home� mode where engine speed is limited to typically 3000 RPM
and boost to 8 PSI.(pounds per square inch). Unfortunately the MAF sensor can fail on some models in
such a way that the ECU does not recognise this, but is supplied with artificially low readings. The
consequence of this is that the ECU runs too lean and too much ignition advance. This can pose a serious
threat to the engine from detonation. With a working knock sensor the ECU will sense this detonation and
try to control it by adding fuel and retarding the ignition timing, and ultimately dropping the boost pressure
again to 8 PSI. The ECU does similar in a number of situations that threaten the engine, and any such
behaviour should be thoroughly investigated.
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Ignition timing
This is determined mainly from the MAF sensor and the engine speed. There are maps for high

octane and low octane fuels and the ECU selects between them depending on knock sensor activity. The
ECU also learns ignition timing from the knock sensor and effectively sculptures these maps over time. Pre
1999 models retard the timing in an area of the map if the knock sensor was ever active. 1999/2000 models
will try periodically to advance the ignition again. 2001 and later models run very actively on the knock
sensor and adapt very quickly. The practicality of this is that resetting the ECU should be performed on pre
1999 cars if a higher octane fuel is used or if just recovering from a tank of �bad fuel� as sometimes
happens. This will enable the ECU to relearn more appropriate ignition timing for the present fuel. It is not
worth resetting later models. On 1999/2000 models, typically after twenty or so miles, the ECU has
adapted quite a lot. There is no need with any car to excessively load the engine on the brakes or by putting
four heavy blokes in the car and driving up long hills. If anything excessive load will only expose the car to
more detonation and it will learn more pessimistic ignition timing!

Boost control
The turbo is a compressor that is driven by the exhaust gases. The wastegate diverts (�wastes�)

these exhaust gases to regulate the speed of the turbo. It is controlled by a pneumatic feedback system from
the compressor outlet and will settle at about 8 PSI. However, the ECU can bleed off some of this air
through the wastegate solenoid and thus control the turbo boost depending on throttle position and engine
speed. The turbo, depending on its size, has an efficiency range where is works best. The small TD04 turbo
on the 1997 onwards cars gives quick and early spool up but is already losing efficiency after 5000 RPM.
Loss of efficiency means more heat and greater exhaust backpressure for the same boost � risk factors for
detonation, so you have to be careful with the boost, and all this means less air, less fuel and less torque.
The TD05 on the 1996 and earlier UK cars and the VF series turbos on imports (and the P1, STi Type UK
and 22b Type UK) are all considerably bigger, which means they spool up later in the rev range and have
more �lag� between pressing the accelerator and producing good torque, but can continue to make good
airflow and hence power all the way up to 8000 RPM. Combined with shorter gear ratios these turbos can
make for an exhilarating driving experience.

Detonation
There are many vicious circles surrounding the complex topic of detonation, but it is public enemy

number one for turbocharged engines, and can lead to serious damage. The problem is that the best torque
is usually obtained from a turbocharged engine boost by running the ignition timing at the threshold of
detonation occurring. Hence the use of the knock sensor as discussed earlier to help walk this tightrope
safely. For further information upon Detonation and Pre-Ignition you can visit www.union88.tk -> Fuel
Related Documents. This free-download AdobeAcrobat-PDF library is partially in the Russian language.
The owners of the resource do their best to present the library in the English language.

ECU Tuning for more power and torque
Typically many Subarus run very rich 10:1 air:fuel mixtures which helps cylinder cooling and shifts

the knock point favourably and allows more ignition advance. It is a compromise. Some report gains of 20
bhp from leaning out to 12:1, but the risks can be reduced by better thermal management � e.g. using a
larger turbo and a front mounted intercooler.

Minimum advance for best torque (MBT) is the point to aim for on all engines � practically on a
turbocharged engine detonation limits ignition advance before the torque starts to drop off from advancing
the timing further. The knock sensor can help to prevent excessive ignition advance in harsh environments
where detonation is more likely, and can help to maintain the timing at the compromise point by just being
detonation free but producing good power and torque.

Boost pressure � as discussed earlier within the limits of the turbo and intercooler, substantial
increases in power and torque can be achieved.

Adjusting the above parameters can give good results whilst eroding slightly the wide safety
margins Subaru have left. Enhancing the cooling and breathing of the car by means of upgraded
intercoolers/turbos/exhausts allows further safe increases in performance to be achieved, but there is rarely
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a �free lunch�. Boost pressure cannot just be increased forever without thought to the consequences. At
best it will provide no further increases in power because the turbo is just superheating the air. At worst it
can result in major engine damage, especially from detonation, which is the big enemy of turbocharged
engines as it can be particularly destructive.

ECU Tuning Methods
There are various methods to tune your car in relation to the ECU.
You can increase the boost pressure with various types of pneumatic valves, but the limitations

above must be considered. These are known as mechanical boost controllers.
Electronic boost controllers are typically dash-mounted units, and some can be very sophisticated

indeed.
�Piggyback� controllers are available in various guises. They modify the signals going in and out of

the ECU to change the fuelling and ignition timing.
There are several options of complete replacement ECUs that offer many exciting possibilities.

They are designed from the ground up for high performance and easy reprogramming. The results can be
stunning when combined with other tuning parts.

Since early 2002, the original ECU has been able to be reprogrammed through the Select Monitor
socket below the steering wheel. Presently this is available on 1999 and 2000 cars, with later models to
follow soon. This technique capitalises on the considerable abilities of the standard ECU, but changes the
performance areas of the maps to something rather more exciting.

Clearly improvements to the suspension, brakes and transmission are required to keep the car
reliable and balanced after massive increases in power, and modifications are all encroaching into the
considerable safety margin that Subaru have left in the standard car.

Further reading - all available through www.amazon.com
Corky Bell, Maximum Boost. Bentley, 1997. ISBN 0 8376 0160 6
Julian Edgar,  21st Century Performance. Clockwork,  2000. ISBN 0 947216 90 1
Dave Walker,  Engine Management. Haynes, 2001. ISBN 1 85960 835 3
You can see these books at our site www.TurboLover.Tk -> My Library

You can support our work by buying from our stock.
We are always glad to read your comments and questions.

SubaruMS@Mail.Ru
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